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1HE ~JlICRODYNAMICS OF FARM ADJUSTMENT 

The agricultural sector in New Zealand has 'Undergone considerable 
change in recent years, stemming from three sources - variations in the world 
,market; new directions in domestic agricultural policy; and a substantial restruc
turing of New Zealand economy as a whole. The agrlcultural sector has experi
enced the removal of assistance measures over a very short period of time. The 
result ha, been not only a major realignment of prices conirontingthe farmer, 
for inputs, production, and items of capital expenditure; but a more fundamental 
shift in undEW-lying attitudes, so that farmers can be considered to be facing 
essentially a new decision~maldng environment. 

This substantial alteration will obviousl) demand a response from farmers, 
as they attempt to align themselves with the new market conditions This paper 
marks the start of a new project which seeks to identify and measure these 
responses h,1 thesheep/beef sector. A crucial PlSt of the analysis will look for 

connections between these various responses 8 .. nd long-run farm viability. The 

current international concern with agricultural protection, and the effects of 
reducing 6uch protection, give added significance to this research. 

The first step in this research direction, and purpose of the present paper, 
is to evaluate the contribution made to the study of agricultural adjustment by 
research undertaken at the farm levfl using disaggregate (miera-) data. A review 
of the literature demonstrates the importance of conducting adjustment analysis 

at this level, and also raises a related issue: even ,among farms producing similar 

products there is a heterogew~ity which generates a variety of response patterns, 

and which indicates the ner~ for proper classification of farm and farm operator 
types. 

Thus the present paper seeks to make these two points: the need for 

farm-level analysis; and the need for farm classification, in the study of agricul

tural adjustment. Following a review of the literature, these points are illustrated 

using a small sample of North Island hill-country farms. 

American Studies 

Most of the work dealing with agricultural ddjustment at the farm level 
has been done in North America. Like New Zealand, farmers in Canada and the 
U.S. have been facing market and climatic conditions which have placed them 

under considerable financial stress. The effect of this on the structure of agricul

ture has been p&.j}ted with broad strokes as a dichotomisation into large, 

corporate fanning and small, part-time farming. At the 1984 meeting of the 
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American Agricultural Economics Association, a session was held on "the 

microdynamics of structural change in agriculture", which sought to probe 
behind this apparent national trend. 

The first paper in this session, by Ehrensaft et ale (1984), made the key 
point that aggregate data obscured the true story. By linldngnatfonal and 
agricultural censUSe3 in Canada from 1966 to 1981, th~ researchers were able to 
follow the careers of individual farms, and uncoveroo a t;Ulprising level of 
activity. For exa..~ple, between b'l.e censuses of 1976 and 1981, there was a 5.9% 

decrease in the number of farms in Canada. They discovered this to he the net 
result of an exit of 2.9.7% of farms and an entry of 25.3%. over just those five 

years. Further analysis showed patterns within farm size, age, and commodity 
groupings, some of which refuted previously-held beliefs, for example there l\"as 

very little upward mobility in farm size. 
The second paper (Gladwin and Zabawa, 1984) looked. at 51 Florida 

farmers who, due to social and technological change, had lost their principal 
crop of shade tobacco. A decision tree model was constructed which attempted 
to determine the adjustment strategy adopted by each farmer. Nineteen farms 

expanded in size, tending to be the younger farmers, 'with higher gross sales 
and assets but also Idgh debtl asset ratios, and the viability of these farms 
remained questionable. Eleven farms became smaller, part-time units, and these 

tetlded to be conservative farmers wanting to maintain a large share of their 
assets, with historically low levels of debt. Twenty .. one farms exited the industry, 

twelve retiring, and nine being forced out, many after attempts at diversificanon 

had failed because of high capital requirements. 
The third paper (Barlett, 1984) examined drought-stricken farmers in 

Georgia, where it was considered a 40% exit rate was needed to restore sector 

viability. Barlett also found groups emerging from her single-county sample, 
with strong correlation between these groups and the farming stra~egies under .. 

taken. A fifth of the sample were classed as retired I disabled farmers, with small 

farms, low debt and little off-farm work. Another small-farm group were 

farmers with full-time off-farm work, just over a third of the sample. The 

remaining farmers had much larger farms but high debt levels, some critically 

so. Strategies such as decreasing hired labour were adopted fairly equally by the 
three groups, while increasing size ~nd using irrigation were strategies adopted 

by the large farms, and decreasing size was the main strategy of the retired 
farmer group. Barlet.: found that the "family farm" class as usually defined (by 

gross sales) was in fact a highly heterogeneous grou;-o, and its members not 
consistently the worst off. In her samole. it was the laree COIDn12rcia1 farms and 
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young farmers starting out, both tending to have a lUgh proportion of rented 

land, 'who were under the moststtess. Those best off were not necessarily the 

best managers, but were well-established with low debt. She concludes, "strate
giesfor survival during tbis period ... reflect the importance of accurate categori
zation of farm types" (p.836). 

Further sNdy of the same county by Barlett (1987) showed the family 
farms dom.g well under conservative management strategies, while the new
comers or risk-taking larger farms continued to, struggle lUlder high debt loads. 

The above Florida and Georgia studies tend to take more of a sociological 
approach, and can be criticised for their small samples \vhich highlight local 

issues, as well as for their meagre theoretical foundations. Howc.wer, they 
illustrate well the heterogeneity of farm response to change, which is ignored or 

dismissed at peril Work of a similar nature by :l~ologists looks at the role 
ethnicity plays in differentiating among farmers. Two studies (Flora and Stitz, 

1985; Salamon, 1985) contrast the farming styles of German-background settlers 

("yeoman") with native-born ~erican farmers ("entrepreneurL~"). There is 
evidence that cultural differences do lead to differences in a:+itudes and motiva
tion which generate contrasting farm management behaviour. 

The need {vr disaggregation and categorisation is also stressed by Wim
berley (1981). Alth.ough not dealing with adjustment to a audde~. ~hange, he 
notes that in general work on agrlcu1tura1 structure, fu.rms are usually grouped 
by a single measure, such as acreage or gross sales. Becal~ division.~ made 

along these unidimensional lines class together wideiy varying farm types, the 

results of such research are often disparate or even C011tradictory. Wimberley 
instead groups farms on the basis of twenty indicators in five categories: scale, 
ownership, operation, labour resources, and operator characteristics. Three clear 

dimensions emerge: corporatel commercial (typical characteristics - corporate 
ownership, high sales, hired labour); large farm-area (young, resident operator I 

part owned I pu-t rented, high machinery investment); and small farm (part-time, 
independent-style operators). Wimberley recommends that farms should be 
classified using an index constructed along these three dimensions, rather than a 
unidimensional continuum, in any work on stnlctura1 change. 

A different classification system emerges from the work of Just and 
7Uberman (1985), in their attempt to test the hypothesis, that agricultural policy 
m~ures may elicit varying responses among farmers. Ti~~:v classify farms as 
teamologica!ly lagging (often small, part-time); highly leverag-erl (often young 

farmers)i lllooem diversified (l'Stabllshed); and U,tociern specialized (corporate). 
They find that "heterogeneity gives rise to different regimes of behavIour among 
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farmers", so that a different response should be expected from each group. In 
fact a single po.. Hey may elicit opposite reactions from two differetl. ltwoUPS. 

A . lat. ge-sample study by Smale, Saupe and Salan. t. (lit86) ~.v V:.E! e .. n rcomes the 
small sample criticism with a lich database of 1600 family f .. in tltree states. 
The linking of data from the census with the USDA ~ , ousehold Survey 
allowed analysis afthe farm both as production unit and . oua~old. i"he study 
cOIlStntcted a measure termed the 'viability ratio': . Ihousehold income 
relative to obligations. The sample was divided acco"lding to Q')mmodity, size, 

off .. farm income, location, and farming objectives. Cottelationsbetween these 

characteristics resulted in a manageable number of groupings. These and other 
farm characteristics were then regressed on the viability ratio. The researchers 
find interesting relationships between farm viubility and farm characteristics, 
which diffe among gi.1tQups. For example, edt:tation and experience are impor
tant determinants of success in dairying, but not other ertterprises. Size is impor

tant for small farms in Wisconsin, but for large farms in Tennessee/Mississippi 

Unfortunately, the study deals only with a single point in time. 

European Studie§ 

Some work along these lines has also been carried out in Europe. Ed
wards (1980) seeks to identify the dynamics which underlie structural chat.ge in 
English farming, by examining parish records. lie finds, as Ehrensaft did in 
Canada, that the aggregate figures hide most of the actioD, so that ~"w1ges at 
the farm level "may be much greater than the generalised statistics ${Jggest, 
implying cor.siderable and continued dynamism in the farming landscape" 
(p.2S0). A study of Italian farming in marginal areas (1vfarini, 1987), seeking to 
better target policy measures, analysed farms based on gross output, manage
ment structure, off-farm activities, and family composition, producing a typology 

with seven categories. The differences among types was t~Jt to have Significant 
implications for rural policy. A study of 400 Scottish farms over a 5-year perird 

attempted to link input usage with performance, but found little connection in 
livestock fannh,'g, indicating that high perfonners were among both those 
following a high .. input and low-input strategy (Wagstaff, 1985). Once again the 

same key points ~erge from these studies: that aggregate data hide much of 
the adjustment story; ti~at various adjustment strategies may be chosen; and how 
they are chosen and . Nhftmer or not they will be successful depends on the 
nature of the farming enterprise. 
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Boussard (1985) looks at tbese issues from a more theoretical poin\~ of 
view., .A$ he states, ·'Heterogeneity (both technical and of sizel is a c.triJ.ing 
kature ofagdcu1ture" (p.S3I). He sets up a small model to show that ;tha*e is 
no opt4nal size ill e~griculture, thus accow.ting for the variety of sizes. However, 
by reference to the turnpike theorem, Boussard shows that with a long enough 
time horizon, there is an optimal sttgcture (defined as a vector of factom of 
produ.ction per hectare), wldch is independent of producer utility (personal 
motivations, etc.). How then to account for technical heterogeneity? "Farm. 
structure heterogeneity is a consequence of the interactions between a dynamic 
process of adjustment tOlvard optimal price-dependent sttllctures, and of market 
constraints which perturb this adjustment." (p.539) It is also affected by risk, 
technological change, and multi-output farms, which are abstracted from in his 
model. .., 

The differences observed anlong farms in their choice of production 
techniques may then be the result of different stages of adjustment to price 
signals which are continually changing. This indicates that some us·eful ideas 
may be adopted from the human capital literature, which deals with adaptive 
ability (Huffman, 1977 and 1985; Schultz, 1975). This ability is considered to be 
an acquired skill, the result of education, training and expmiGence. It is extremely 
important in times of change and unceltainty, affecting tile quality of decisions 
made regarding prodUction, investment and marr.eOng. 'The ability to adapt 
efficiently to an economic environment that has been altered in a specific way 
may be a scarce resource in agrlcul·1.U'ett (Huffman, 1985:429). This becomes 
another important consideration in detennining which strategies a particular 
farmer selet:ts, and l1'hether the choice will be a successful one. Huffman notes 
that farmem p..'QSSeSSing poor adaptive skill can be expected to comprise a large 
share of those forced to exit the industry (p.429). He goes on to conclude that 

agricultural policy should not seek to slow down adjustment, but rather to boost 
the adaptive ability of fanners (p.4·33). 

This type of research could also be given a firmer theoretical foundation 
by application to the farm household models of behaviour, found largely in the 
development literature. Farm production decisions are an integral part of farm 
household decisions, and involve the allocation of family resources such as time, 

effort and ability among farm and non-farm uses. Such models could apply even 
in the case of corporate farms, where similar on-farm/ off-farm decisions must be 

made. 
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The studies mentioned above all add their weight in various ways to the 
m1!nthenteof this paper. The characteristics of the farm business (and family) 
play a major role in determining what strategies will be adopted by that farm in 
respouse to external signals. Those strategy decisions in turn determine the 
viability of that farm over time, and that in turn will determine tbe changing 
structure of the agricultural sector. Proper understanding of this sequertCe 
becomes particularly important when studying adjustment to a sudden major 
change. It is also significant to note that a change in structure can produce a 
change in productivity with no change in technology (Edwards .. 1985). The 
importance of these linkages and the resulthl}g need for research at the farm 

level, and over time, was stressed just last year at the annual meeting of the 
Southern Branch of the AAEA. Skees and Reed (1988), in an invited paper, 
pointed. out the strong evidence for correlation between farm behaviour and 
farm characteristics, and warned the profession against the past tendency to rely 

too much on aggregate data. 

New Zealand Studies 

Investigation into the effects of economic restructuring on the New 
Zealand pastoral sector is still at a preliminary stage. Monitoring bodies such as 
MAP and the Me&t and Wool Boards' Economic Service (MWBES) have pro
duced some statistics on farm response thus far, as well as predictions of future 
farm strategies. The MAF Advisory Services Division has found that farmers are 
selling assets such as capital stock, land and timber, as well as reducing farm 
labour and seeking off-fann work. In the longer run, they are changing their 
product mix, away from crops and sheepmeat towards beef and wooL Pastoral 
production has become more extensive, with inputs and investment dropping far 
more than livestock numbers (Lattimore, Ross and Sandrey, 1988). There is 
evidence that longer term adjustment is being !.~ld up, as farm sales over the 
last three ye;t.rf,; are well below historic levels (MAP, 1988:54). 

Work by Davison at the MWBES (1988) underlines the variation in 

management practices among a similar class of farmers. Working with data from 

the MWBES Sheep and Beef Farm Survey 1985-86 for Class 4, North Island Hill 

Country farms, he finds distinct diff('rnnces in several performance measures 
between "good" and "bad" managers, ranked by their gros.c: livestock income per 
stock unit wintered. The analysis becomes eve~ more interesting when the 

performance categories are further divided into hi;h and low stocking rates. The 
results are reproduced in Table 1. Those with the lowest unit cost of production 
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are tIle mostsuccessfu1, indic;ating tllat extensification will not necessarily 
improve farm profit, unless it lowers the unit costs of production. 

TABLE 1 
CLASS 4 NORTH ISLAND HILL COUNTRY 1985·86 

PERfORMANCE· LOW HIGH 

STOCKING RATE LOW HIGH LOW HIGH 

PHYSICAL 
S.UJHa 8.5 11.4 9.0 11.1 
labour Units .. 5 1.5 1.1 1.6 
S.U.llebour Unit 2.280 2.480 2.320 2.250 
Wool kglbd 4.55 3.98 5.33 5.30 
lambing Percentage 90.3 90.3 106.5 109.2 
Calving Percentage 80.8 82.1 82.6 85.1 
Fertiliser kg/S.U. 1965,86 5.9 3.5 4.9 9.8 

.. Year Average 10.3 10." 13.2 16.4 
fJNANCIAL 
Gross/S.U, $22.10 522.60 $30.00 $31.30 
GlossiHa $188.60 $258.60 $269.80 SJ6140 
Interest/Hit 538.90 $58.80 $71.90 $41.00 
Expenditure/Ha' 5150.60 $164.90 $116.60 ~211.90 
NellHa' $38.00 $93.10 $93.20 $155.50 
Avefl~e Unit COSl' 50.80 50.64 $0.65 SO.58 
land eluaUoniHa 5886 SI080 $850 $1110 
'Sub-sample. pasture fertiliser 
'Before inten!1l e1ltpenditure 
"Expenditure te.ctuding 'nteresl) per unit or OUlput ($) 

Source: Davison, 1988:Table 9 

A sociological study by Fairweather in 1987 sought to determine farmers' 

responses to restructuring. A survey \"t~ conducted by questionnaire of farmers 
in two South Island counties, felt to be representative of New Zealand pastoral 
faIming as a whole. Most respondents were full-time owner-operators with an 
average age of 44. In general terms, 20% felt they needed to make a major 
change in their financial position, 33% in their management strategy, while 8% 
planned to diversify and 28% already had. Farmers were given a list of strate
gies: low input policy; increase/decrease farm size; increase! decrease crop area; 
hire more!less la~~; work off-fann; use more unpaid family labour; buy 

irrigation! other technology; sell stock, plant, trees; or increase! decrease stock 
camed; and asl:.cd to identify which ones they had considered or adopted. 
Although strategies such as low-input policy and reduced hired labour were 
chosen by a high percentage of farnu~J'S, all strategies were chosen by at least 28 
farmers (7% of the sample). The option of decreasing stock numbers W8'l chosen 
about as often a... increasing stock numbers. Financial pressure clearly was being 
dealt with in a variety of ways-
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Fcdrweather alSo tmdertook factor analY$is of managetnent strategies and 
tMtivation factors (based on statements r..mked by respondents), and identified a 
typology of four management styles:Bnancial tnanager; productivityJncreaser; 
individualisticworketi and lifestyle fanner. Unfortunately, these categories W~ 
not Unkedback to the adjustment strategies selected. However, once agtdn 
fanners feU into groups with (Ommen ciw'lcterlstics and likelysinlilar be
haviourpattems. 

The main impUcation. from the results is that understanding re
sponses to economic change in terms of single trends overlookS the 
diversity inherent in any ~up of people. While it )5 true that there 
is a general pattern of cutbaCK in exP,.enditure or disapproveJ with 
government policy, for example, on both these issuenthere i$ a 
small group with the direCtly opposite response. (Fairweather, 
1987:401 

The obvious next question is how do we account for that difference; and do 
saIne response patterns have more success than others in the longer term? 

Another study re!:evant to tIte current project was canied out by Attwood 
(1985), who studied 1~.~~ 1Land Settlement Scheme farmers over a five-year period 
in an attempt to disco',f'er the roles of education, training and experience in 
farming suexe5$. He obtained no clear linkages# and decided that many more 
factors y;ere involved. However, he also made the point: 

Th~." stady shows clearly the wide range in the levels of gross. 

outr:ut, value added and net farm income per farm that are gener ... 
ated among a group of fanners that would appear to have a greater 
degree of fiotn<!Seneity than that to be fowur generally withiti types 
of1arming in New zealand. (p.51) 

He also called for research to account for these differences in productivi~ 
measures. 

A final study which sheds some light on the issues at hand is work 
carried out by Greer (l982) in reference to farm extension work, on the linkages 

between farmer motivation ::md adoption of new practices. This was also based 

on a survey questionnaire, in a single county. Motivational factors were clas .. 
sified into "orientation to work" categories, and strting links were found between 
these and five key farm variables. farm size, level of debt, life cycle stage, and 

experiencet and tnallageme.nt abilitf of the farm c perator. Management ability 
wa...-; by fAr the main determinant in shaping orientation to work. The sample 

1 Experience includes upbringing, values, etc. 

2: This wa.s determined by farmer response to cemin management state
ments in the questionnaire. 
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was categorised according to these five factors into nine cmS8eS, which were 
tested using cluster analysis.. Two tnain groups emerged, with management 
ablUty being the strongest separating factor, but there wa:;aJso f!vidence for the 
smaller groups. Greerconduded that extension workers must recognise the dif
ferent types of fanners and target titeir advice arcordingly. 

The review of tbe literature has revealal the importance of carrying out 
work on farm adjustment at the farm level, particularly in order to properly 
classify farms &\d their operators. However, the above studies display the use of 
a variety of techniques in achieving a variety of purposes, without a common 
theoretical basis or model. Some researchers focus on the adJustment to a 
sudden shock, some on adjustment to financial pressure, and some c;imply on 

adjustment over time. There is no widely-used model for analYSU\g faml· !e-vel 
adjustment. Selection of an appropriate modelJing framework vlill represent a 
major considerations in the next stage of my research. 

An Illustration: North Island Hill=Country Farms, 1978/79-1986/87 

The present paper puts folWard no hypotheses to test, but some prelli.\U

nary work on a data sample reinforces the points raised by the literature review. 
The sample used involves financial and production data for 47 ~Jorth Island hill
country fanr.s over nine years from 1978119-1986/87. It is drawn from data 
gathered in the New Zealand Sheep and Beef Farm Survey by the MWBES. That 
survey is based on a .1rolling" 500 farm sample drawn from all suitabJe sheep 

and beef farms, the turnover rate approximating that which occurs nationally. 

The present subsample selects farms from survey Class 4 which have been in 
the survey for the entire period under investigation. This allows us to follow 
individual farm careers over time, without the distortions created. by entrance or 

exit in the industry. Class 4, North Island hill-countryfarmers~ is the largest 
class (approximately 145 farms) and considered representathre of New Zealand 

pastoral fanning. 
The literature review demonstrated the naed for categorisation. Although 

later work will properly analyse relationships between many farm characteristi.cs 
and sort based on multiple criteria, for the present purposes we have divided 
the sample according to a single measure. Several studies indicated that manage
rial skill (variously defined) represented a major dividing factor among farms. It 
also represents more of a constant than physical characteristics which are all to 

some extent choice variabltllS of the farm operator. However, the concept of 

malli:gerial skill is on.e difficult to define in concrete terms. The measure used in 
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the present analysis is termed "managerial !ncome",constructed from gmsa farm 
incon:te less worl<ing expenses (=net income + interest + standing charges), as a 
measure of efficiency of input use.. It also closely resembles a ~sure of value 
added (= net income + interest), being the return to farm capital lUld operator 
labour/management (Attwood.. 1985: 27). Farms were grouped into three even 
classes (14 farms in each) based on their average "managerial incomt\" over the 
nine yean;. 

The basis of comparison used is the farming unit, '(4Jith no scaling done 
for size;, etc. Size is, aft~r aU, to some extent a choice vartable of the farmer, 
espedally over the longer term. Figure 1 investigates possible size effects of 
using this m~-.oe for classification. Size is here defined as number of stock 
units wintered. Clearly, those with the highest levels of "managerial income" 
(Class 3) have the largest operations. However, the "poor" managers (Class 1.) 
have the next largest farms, while Class 2, experiencing higher returns, have the 
smallest operations. Obviously managerial income as here defined is not merely 
a function. of size. 
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Farm leverage is generally considered to be a na~r factur in detel'mining 
farm perfoml..1llce. This relationship is examined in Figure 2. Although our 

"managerial income" measure removes the eff~LS ilf interest payments, we 
would still expect a relationship between pettc,mance and the debt/ asset ratio. 

The expected pattern does in fact emerge, with the poorer managers having the 
highest debt ratios. However, what is striking is the small range in equity ratios 

between the three clas."e5. It would thus seem that debt level is not as much of 
a determining factor in farm performance as generally believed. 

Figure 2 
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We now turn our attention to looking for signs of different behaviour 

among the thrt:e classes. This i.e, done first by examining expenditure on two key 
categories - rt!i'tiliser, and repairs and maintenance. In Figure 3, sho'wing the 

average expenditure on fertiliser, lime and seed, lSS 3 demonstrates the most 
cor.sistent expenditure pattern over time. Of particu:ar interest are tbe last two 
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years, when farmers are experiencing the changed economic environment. Whil\~ 
all farmers cut costs by cutting back expenditu.toe on fertiliser, this reduction is 

far more severe for Classes 1 and 2. Figure 4 ~'l't:--\V& the reverse pattern. In 
general, expenditure an repairs and maintenance f~\lit..'ws ClOSely the pattern of 
net income. However, duri,;,.g the last two years Cla()S 3 farnlers cut back far 

more on repairs and mainteruui.(~e than their colleague.'!l ,vith lower managerial 

mcomes. Thus gc}()d managers under preswJre have op\.~ to cu~ repairs and 
maintf.!Il!&nCe proportionately more than fertiliser, while l')().')r managers have 

follo'vc!d exactly the opposite stra1egy. 

A parallel can be drawn between Class 3 farmers and ti'e high perfor
mance farmers of Davison's analysis (Table I), who maintain relatively higher 
levels of fertiliser use. This contributes in tum to the maintenance of their 

higher production and higher returns. 
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Figure 4 
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Another side of adjustment is divemification into alternative enterprises. It 

is interesting to note that of four farms moving into deer, two were from Class 

2 and two from Class 3. Four farms also diversified into goats, again two froln 

each of Classes 2 and 3. No Class 1 farms diversified in this manner. 

The final figure (Figure 5) shows the average level of off-farm assets, and 

here once again different patterns are shown for each of the three classes. There 

is a sharp distinction between the accumulation of off-farm assets by Clar.-s 3 
farms, .~nd the divestment by Class 1 farms. Class 2 shows a striking sale of off

farm as..'iet£ from 1982 to 1984, in a pattern far different to t'tle oUler two classes. 

It is interesting to fiote hOlY sensitive the level of off-falm asJets is to farm 

performance. This draws attention to the increasing importm". ~e of t)ff-f~rm 

financial decisions, and the need to consider this side of the farm business in 
any work into adjustment to change. 
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Figure 5 

Off-Farm Assets 
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Conclusion 

Both the literature review and some simple data analysis on a sample of 
New Zealand sheep and beef farmers demoraGtrate the importance of under
taking adjustment research at the farm level, in order to fully understand the 
mechanics of the adjustment process, and also to be able to identify ,,'arying 
adjustment behaviour patterns. 

This is, however, only the first srep in a much larger research project. ()ne 

consideration in future research will be a fuller investigation of the relationships 
between various farm characteristics, and management strategies. This obviously 

will require a larger and richer data set than the small sample used here for 

illustrative purposes. Further work will also be carried out on various measures 

of managerial skill, and a clearer understanding gained of what exactly "good 

management" signifies. 
The major consideration of further work will be the selection of an 

appropriate modelling framework on which to base th~ research. The household 
behaviour models of development literature may have much to offer in this 
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'way, alflloqghconcepts and techniques nv.ty also be adopted. from the human 
capital literature, as well as from some of the studies mentioned above. 

By employingtbese various methods, we seek to gain better insight into 
the adjustment process of New Z~a1and sheep and beef farmers, as they en
deavourto adapt to a sudden and significant change in their economic environ
ment. This will in turn help to answer questions currently being raised. around 
the world concerning the hnpacts of reducing agricultural protection. Policy
makers in other nations wish to know to what extent, and how quickly, such 
reductions can be made, and whether in fact they may be made at all without 
incurring untenable adjustment costs. It is hoped that the intended research 
projectwiU serve to help provide answers to these importar.t questiOl\s. 
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